The theoretical messenger RN A of thirty nine different proteins of viral, bacterial or cellular origin has been calculated. The messenger RN A calculated from both slightly degenerate and very degenerate amino acid codes shows statistically significant asymmetry.
N ir e n b e r g and O c h o a have proposed genetic codes for proteins, in which each aminoacid, is cod ed by one (or more) triplets of nitrogenous bases (1. c .1_4) . In these two codes, there are good agree ment between the triplets assigned to each amino acid and both are partially degenerated. If we know the aminoacid composition of a protein and we know also the triplets that codify these aminoacids, we can calculate, in spite of its degeneracy *, the theoretical percentage distribution of the bases of the messenger RNA of that protein.
We have calculated the bases percentage of the messenger RNA of thirty nine different proteins (from viral, bacterial or cellular origin), using first of all the "certains" triplets of the N ir e n b e r g 's code3 and we did a second calculation employing a very degenerated code, which considered for every aminoacid, all the triplets assigned by N ir e n b e r g 's code plus O c h o a 's code 3 > 4.
The code used in the first calculation has a simi lar distribution of complementary bases (£/ = 26, A = 27; C = 21 and £ = 1 9 ) , but the calculated messenger RNA of the proteins, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , has an irregular distribution of its bases and even the complementary bases, appear in different amounts statistically significant: P > 0 .0 1 for the test. In the messengers RNA in which U > A this dif ference is of 22%±4, in those in which is A > U the difference is of 21.6% ±3.6, in the calculated messenger RNA with C > G is of 15.6%±3.4 and in the cases of G > C is of 9.2%±1. 9 . On the con trary, the viruses DNA (with the exception of T3 phage, probably a monostrand phage) and the bac a) only one of the two strands transfers informa tion to the messenger RNA and hence the two strands of the DNA are different in its base com position; b) each one of the two DNA strands transfers alternatively information, to the messenger RNA. In this case, both strands of DNA are not neces sarily different to each other.
These data agree with the experimental findings of S p ie g e l m a n and cols5. ' ■ -5 -RNase M l.
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V a l e n t in i and cols. 7 about the unistrand transcrip tion of DNA in the ^ x 174 phage, SP8 phage and phage a. And also with W o e se suggestions8. On the other hand communications as those of S tr e lz o f f and R y a n 9 and B r e s l e r 10 give support to the idea of two strand DNA transcription. Finally, we remark that it is obvious that if the aminoacids are coded by triplets, any small peptide Salmine (salmosolar) 32. with an even number of aminoacids, might have a single strand messenger RNA. 
